l. Introduction
Weareinterestedinthe r-cube Q,: [0. l]'' in n-dimensionalrealspace R'. This polytope has the set {0, 1}' of 2" vertices and has volume 1. Let 1/: l''tr(n), and let 212......2:.
be independent random variables. each uniformly distributed over {0, l}". Form the convex hull S,, of these random points and let /, be its expected volume, that is. tr,, : E[vol (S,) ]. How large should A(n) be to pick up significant volume? The answer is surprisingly (?) small. The following theorem is given in [2] . We shall sketch the outlines of the proof here. THronru l.l. Let K :2lJA = 1.213 and let e > 0. Then, as n + &, 0 ifN(n) ((rc-e)" I i/-A'(n) >(r+r)"
What happens if we pick points w'ithin the n-cube? Suppose now thal we sample N timesuniformlvfrom [0. l]" andlet Ii, betheexpectedvolume of the convex hull of the points picked. The next theorem is also from [2]; it is proved along exactl.v the same lines as Theorem l.l. Turonev 1.2. Let;.:./n-(l-colh l+llt)rrll = 1.13969 . and let r > 0. 1980 ,llatharntttr6 .tuh.jk-t ('lassihcation (1985 rt I?
These theorems concerning the n-cube are of course tight. but an even tighter result holds for the unrt ball 8,, tn R" in a sense that we are about to explain. Denote the volume of this ball b1' ;',, . Suppose now that we sample A times uniforml,v from 8,, . and let I,, be the expected volume of the convex hull of the points picked. (Natural logarithms are used throughout.) However, now define l'r(.n1 to be the maximum volume over all sets S which are the convex hull of A(n) points in .8,,. lThere is no randomness here.) Biirdnl' and Fiiredi [] extend an idea of Elekes [3] to shorv that, as /? + cc . L'r(n)f ;', -I onl-v if the conditions of Theorem 1.3 hold. Thus, roughly' speakrng. as soon as N is large enough that it is possible to place A points so as to pick up most of the volume of 8,, . then a random choice of 1r' points will do.
Is there a similar phenomenon for the n-cube Q,,? We ma.v define lo(n) analogously lo L'r(n) above. Then, using Elekes' idea. we can show ,r7
such that if we set 4l' : {*€ (0. l)" : F(x) < o}.
then {' approximatrt Q') in a suitable way. Let us pull a rabbit out of a hat. Suppose we take f(_r) : ,r log_r + ( I -,r )log(l -r) + log 2.
for 0<r< l. Thenwecanshowthat ta) F,,,' e Q'). and )', t1+l
Now 7r_ ,l"iu -v/t;n and (l -,.t)'u*rtt2 -12t f nyn+t),')r-r,a. So l.,f ),,, -
We can now establish (2). We have
Deterministic lou'er bound
In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.4. We wish to prove a lower bound to the maximum volume that can be achieved by the convex hull of l/ points placed anyv'here in Q,. This will obviously hold also when the points are restricted to be vertices. However, by Caratheodory's theorem, any internal point of Q, is contained in a simplex whose vertices are also vertices of Q,. Thus the maximum volume that can be achieved by the convex hull S, of any l/ points of Q, is no more than that which can be achieved by the convex hull S of /y'' : (n + l). of Q,'s vertices. Thus we may restrict attention to the vertices of Q, at the cost of inflating the number of points by a factor (n + l). This factor turns out to be insignificant. but the argument below can, in fact, be modified without great difliculty to avoid its introduction.
Using a theorem of Elekes [3] we describe a set of balls whose union is guaranteed to include S. It is easy to show. by differentiating twice. rhat g(t) is a strictly' convex function of l. It is also easy to see that g(0) = l, g'(0) < 0, and g(/) -m as / -oo . Thus g(l) has a unique minimum in (0, cc) . In the region of the minimizing value /'n,n (which turns out to be around 2+), crose numerical approximation of s'(r) can easily be achieved as follows. we substitute y = (x-]) in ttre integrand of (3) and then perform term-by-term integration of its expansion as a power series in J, . Hence we can minimize g (l) numerically to high accuracy by (say) Fibonacci search. We find /n'jn ! 2.52635 and g(1.,n) < 0.841339. Now S is the convex hull of lrl' = (n + l)1/ vertices. so vol ( 
